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Tax Implications of the Rental Use of a
Vacation Home: I.R.C. Section 280A
Timothy M. Mulligan*
I. Introduction
Section 280A of the Internal Revenue Code limits the deduction
of business expenses incurred in the rental use of a vacation home if
certain statutory criteria are met. Fundamental to Section 280A's
limitation is the taxpayer's personal use of the vacation home.'
Before Congress enacted Section 280A, only Section 183 could be
used to determine limitations on the amount of the business expense
deductions for a vacation home. Section 183 commonly is called the
"hobby loss" provision and provides that, if an activity is not en-
gaged in for profit, the taxpayer may not deduct taxable year busi-
ness expenses that exceed gross income from the activity for that
year.'
The Section 183 regulations set forth a number of factors to
consider in determining whether an activity is "engaged in for
profit." s Many of these factors, however, are very subjective. Con-
gress was troubled by this lack of objectivity4 and enacted Section
280A(d) to provide specific objective standards under which personal
use of a vacation home would preclude business deductions in excess
of gross income.' This article examines the Section 280A vacation
home provision and discusses that section's interaction with Section
183, while detailing the method for deducting business expenses in-
curred in the rental of a vacation home.
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M.L.T. 1983, Georgetown University Law Center. Mr. Mulligan is an attorney with the Civil
Trial Section, Tax Division, United States Department of Justice, and is a member of the Bars
of Maryland and the District of Columbia. The views contained in this article are solely those
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I. I.R.C. § 280A(d) (1982).
2. Id. § 183(b).
3. Treas. Reg. § 1.183-2(b)(l)-(9) (1972).
4. H.R. REP. No. 658, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 164-65, reprinted in 1976 U.S. CODE
CONG. & AD. NEws 2897, 3058-59. Accord S. REP. No. 938, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 152-53,
reprinted in 1976 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEws 3439, 3584-85.
5. Id.
II. The Section 280A Vacation Home Provision
Section 280A limits the amount of vacation home business ex-
penses that may be deducted to the amount of gross rental income
realized from the home for each taxable year," if the homeowner
personally uses the vacation home for a number of days which ex-
ceeds the greater of:
a) 14 days, or
b) 10 percent the number of days during the
year on which the vacation home was rented at a fair rental
price.7
A vacation home can be a house, apartment, condominium, mo-
bile home, boat or similar property' that contains necessary living
accommodations like a toilet, sleeping space and cooking facilities. '
Thus, not only the successful professional or business person who
owns and rents a second house at the shore or in the mountains,
should be aware of Section 280A, but also the boat owner who
makes a profit by renting his vessel to others.
The most deceptive part of Section 280A's limitation, however,
is what constitutes "personal use." A vacation home is considered
"personally used" when its owner or any other person who has an
interest in the dwelling uses it.' 0 In addition, use by the owner's
brother or sister (whether by whole or by half blood), spouse, ances-
tor, lineal descendent or spouse of a lineal descendent constitutes
personal use by the owner."1 Personal use includes use by anyone
who has an arrangement with the taxpayer-owner in which the tax-
payer-owner may use some other dwelling for personal purposes, re-
gardless whether a rental fee is charged for the taxpayer-owner's use
of that other dwelling. 12 Anytime the dwelling is used by anyone who
does not pay fair rental, the use is deemed to be a personal use by
the taxpayer." These rules apply whether the owner is an individual,
partnership, trust, estate or electing small business corporation.
When the owner is not an individual a dwelling is personally used if
utilized by any partner, beneficiary or stockholder of the owner-
entity."'
6. I.R.C. § 280A(c)(5) (1982).
7. Id. § 280A(d).
8. Id. § 280A(f(1).
9. Treas. Reg. § 1.280A-i(c) (1980).
10. I.R.C. § 280A(d)(2)(A) (1982).
I!. Id. See also id. § 267(c)(4).
12. Id. § 280A(d)(2)(B).
13. Id. §280A(d)(2)(C).
14. Treas. Reg. § 1.280A-l(e)(5)(iii) (1983). Personal use by a taxpayer, however, does
not include use by an employee of the taxpayer if the value represented by the employee's use
of the home is excluded from the employee's gross income under I.R.C. § 119 as lodging
furnished for the employer's convenience. I.R.C. § 280A(d)(2)(C) (1982).
Under regulations proposed in 1980 for Section 280A, an indi-
vidual's use of vacation home was not a personal use day if the indi-
vidual engaged in repair and maintenance work on the home on a
substantially full time basis during that day.' " A "substantially full
time basis" means the lesser of eight hours or two-thirds the total
time the individual is present on the premises. 6
The 1980 regulations also provided that all individuals who are
present on the premises and capable of working had to work on a
substantially full time basis. If all persons present did not work on a
substantially full time basis, the taxpayer-owner made personal use
of the unit.'7 Thus, as owner could not go to his vacation home with
his family and escape being charged a personal use day by working
on the home himself for eight hours. The regulations required the
entire family (at least, all those people present who are capable of
working) to work on a substantially full time basis.
Congress, however, did not agree with the portion of the regula-
tions requiring everyone present at the vacation home to work on a
substantially full time basis and overruled that portion of the
regulations."1
Under regulations proposed in 1983, a homeowner would not be
charged with a personal use day if his principal purpose for being at
the vacation home is repair and maintenance." The homeowner's
principal purpose is determined in light of all the circumstances at
his stay at the home, including the following: "The amount of time
devoted to repair and maintenance work, the frequency of the use for
repair and maintenance purposes during a taxable year, and the
presence and activities of companions. '20 This less arbitrary and
15. Treas. Reg. § 1.280A-i(e)(4) (1980).
16. Id.
17. Id.
18. The Black Lung Benefits Revenue Act of 1981 (Including Other Tax Provisions
Adopted), Pub. L. No. 97-119, § 113(d), 95 Stat. 1642 (1980) [hereinafter cited as Black
Lung Revenue Act].
19. Treas. Reg. § 1.280A-l(e)(6) (1983).
20. Id. The new regulations provide two examples of this principal purpose test:
Example (1). A owns a lakeside cottage which A rents during the summer. A
and B, A's spouse, arrive late Thursday evening after a long drive to prepare the
cottage for the rental season. A and B prepare dinner but do not work on the
unit that evening. A spends a normal work day working on the unit on Friday
and Saturday; B helps for a few hours each day but spends most of the time
relaxing. By Saturday evening the necessary maintenance work is complete.
Neither A nor B works on the unit on Sunday; they depart shortly before noon.
The principal purpose of the use of the unit from Thursday evening through
Sunday morning is to perform maintenance work on the unit. Consequently, the
use during this period will not be considered personal use by A.
Example (2). C owns a mountain cabin which C rents for most of the year. C
spends a week at the cabin with family members. C works on maintenance of
the cabin 3 or 4 hours each day during the week. C spends the rest of the time
fishing, hiking, and relaxing. C's family members, however, work substantially
fulltime on the cabin on each day during the week. The principal purpose of the
more clearly defined standard is an improvement on the section and
its application through the 1980 regulations.
Under Section 280A as originally enacted, any use by a mem-
ber of the vacation homeowner's family, even if a fair rental were
paid for the use, constituted a personal use by the owner. Congress
also was troubled by this provision and amended Section 280A to
include new Section 280A(d)(3).21 Section 280A(d)(3) provides that
a taxpayer shall not be treated as using a home for personal purposes
if the home is rented to any person at a fair rental for the lessee's
personal residence, pursuant to a shared equity financing agree-
ment.22 A shared equity financing agreement is an agreement in
which two or more persons acquire an undivided interest for more
than fifty years in the entire dwelling unit and appurtenant land.23 A
person holding such an interest may occupy the unit for use as a
principal residence and is required to pay rent to one or more other
persons holding a qualified ownership interest in the unit.24 Fair
rental is determined by examining factors like comparable rentals in
the area and whether substantial gifts were made by the taxpayer to
the family member at or about the time of the lease or periodically
during the year.
Thus, if a parent rents a dwelling to his child pursuant to a
shared equity financing agreement, then a "personal use of the
dwelling" situation will not be imputed to the parent, if the child is
paying fair rental, and the dwelling is the child's principal resi-
dence.26 As the regulations proposed in 1980 illustrate, however, if a
child rents his parent's vacation home for a temporary period, this
rental time would be considered personal use by the parent even if
the child pays fair rental. 27 The vacation home is not the child's per-
sonal residence and, therefore, the rental is not pursuant to a shared
equity financing agreement.
Congress originally enacted Section 280A to make the stan-
dards for calculating vacation home deductions more objective and
easier to apply." The 1980 regulations, however, appeared to work
against this goal and are more strict than necessary. The 1980 regu-
use of the cabin is to perform maintenance work. Therefore, the use during this
period will not be considered personal use by C.
21. Id. § 113(a)(3)(A), 95 Stat. at 1641.
22. I.R.C. § 280A(d)(3) (1982)
23. Id. § 280A(d)(3)(D).
24. Id. § 280A(d)(3)(C).
25. JOINT COMM. ON TAXATION, 97TH CONG., 1ST SESS., SUMMARY OF H.R. 5159, THE
BLACK LUNG BENEFITS REVENUE ACT OF 1981 (INCLUDING OTHER TAX PROVISIONS
ADOPTED) 12 (Comm. Print 1981).
26. This hypothetical assumes that the parent does not actually use the dwelling himself.
If the parent actually uses the dwelling, that use is considered a personal use by the parent. Id.
27. Treas. Reg. § 1.280A-1(e)(5) (Example 1) (1980).
28. See supra notes 4-5 and accompanying text.
lations required all persons present at the vacation home to work on
a full time basis for the homeowner to avoid the "personal use"
stigma. Congress overruled this requirement.
29
The personal use standard in the 1980 regulations also
presented the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) with numerous en-
forcement problems. How could the IRS determine whether the va-
cation homeowner is engaged in maintenance on a substantially full
time basis? Should the IRS have sent an agent to stake out the vaca-
tion home 365 days each year to see if the owner works eight hours a
day whenever present on the premises? Perhaps an agent could ques-
tion a honieowner in an audit to see exactly what work was done,
estimate if the time period was reasonable for the work, and go to
the home to see if the work was actually performed. This method
would not be cost efficient or effective. A homeowner would not need
a creative imagination to produce a work schedule that would make
it impossible for an IRS agent to gauge the actual amount of time
needed to complete the work. The 1983 proposed regulations estab-
lish a less arbitrary and clearer standard for determining personal
use, but most of the enforcement problems that plagued the 1980
regulations remain.
For example, how can the IRS ascertain every time the vacation
home is used? Perhaps records could be obtained from the local
phone company to see when the vacation home's telephone was used.
What if the home does not have a telephone? The local utility might
have a record of power usage increases. But can the IRS know if an
increase was attributable to the owner's presence at the home or to
an appliance that a tenant inadvertently did not turn off. Clearly the
regulations create requirements that are very difficult to enforce, and
this difficulty could lead to taxpayer attitudes of contempt and scorn
for the regulations.
A remaining personal use issue is use by a family member. The
1980 regulations charge a vacation homeowner with a personal use
day whenever a related party temporarily uses the home even if a
fair rental is paid." Presumably, the IRS imposed this regulation to
avoid the difficulty of enforcing familial rentals. For example, the
IRS often would not be able to ascertain whether one check for fair
rental was exchanged between the family member and the homeown-
er above the table, while a second check for equal value passed in
the opposite direction under the table. Similarly, a parent could buy
a vacation home, rent it throughout the vacation season for fair
rental to his children and then, at another time of the year, give his
29. See supra notes 17-19 and accompanying text.
30. See supra note 28.
children a gift with a value equal to the fair rental. Although
problems of enforcement are a legitimate concern for the IRS, a va-
cation homeowner should not be penalized if a fair rental to a family
member is genuinely transacted and is not arranged as a means to
circumvent the regulations. The 1983 proposed regulations do not
address this seemingly unfair treatment."'
III. Deductible Expenses
A. Rental for Less Than Fifteen Days
Under Section 280A, the amount of allowed deductions for ex-
penses incurred in the rental use of a vacation home is contingent
upon the number of days the owner used the home for personal
use.8 2 If the number of days of personal use falls below the Section
280A restriction, the first pertinent inquiry in determining the
amount of the deductions is whether ownership of the vacation home
is an activity "engaged in for profit." 8'
Section 280A contains a deminimus rule which provides as fol-
lows: if the vacation home is rented for less than fifteen days during
the taxable year, the homeowner may take neither deductions for
rental expenses nor any rental proceeds as income.' The homeowner
still may take the usual expenses that always can be deducted in
connection with the ownership of real property like mortgage interest
payments,"5 real estate taxessO and losses caused by fire, storm, theft
or other casualty. Thus the vacation homeowner is deemed not to
be an activity engaged in for profit and is treated as any owner of
real property under the income tax laws.
B. Personal Use Exceeds the Greater of Fourteen Days or Ten
Percent the Number of Days the Home is Rented
If the vacation homeowner uses the home for personal purposes
for a number of days exceeding the greater of fourteen days or ten
percent the number of days during the year for which the home is
rented at fair rental," the homeowner's deduction for his expenses
may be no more than the amount of income derived from rental ac-
tivity.' 9 For example, assume a taxpayer rents his vacation home for
31. See 48 Fed. Reg. 33322-25 (1983).
32. I.R.C. § 280A(d) (1982).
33. Id. § 183(b). See also Treas. Reg. § i.183-(2)(b)(1-9) (1972).
34. I.R.C. § 280A(g) (1982).
35. Id. § 163(a).
36. Id. § 164(a).
37. Id. § 165(c)(3).
38. Id. § 280A(d)(1).
39. Id. § 280A(c)(5). This objective standard relating to number of personal use days
was Congress' answer to the subjective standard of § 183. See supra note 5 and accompanying
fair rental for ninety days during the year, and the owner personally
uses the home for thirty days during the year. The home is used for
purposes other than maintenance and repair on 120 days during the
taxable year. Because the homeowner personally used the home for
more than the greater of fourteen days or ten percent the rental
time, he may not deduct expenses in excess of gross rental income.
Moreover, to determine which expenses may be deducted, Sec-
tion 280A requires an allocation between expenses incurred for per-
sonal use and expenses incurred for rental use. 40 The ratio to make
this allocation is:
Number of days unit actually is rented
Total number of days unit is used
The ratio for the hypothetical homeowner thus would be 90/120.
Furthermore, expenses must be deducted in a certain order. Of
course, the homeowner may always deduct in full the expenses of
mortgage interest payments, " ' real property taxes42 and casualty
losses,'4 regardless of the amount of rental income derived from the
vacation home. If deduction of these expenses does not totally offset
the gross rental income, then the homeowner next can deduct busi-
ness expenses incurred in the use of the unit (like maintenance costs,
insurance premiums, and utilities payments), which do not reduce
his basis in the property."
Finally, the homeowner can take deductions which reduce his
basis in the property, for example, depreciation, to the extent that
there is any remaining gross rental income for the year.
text.
40. I.R.C. § 280A(e)(1).
41. Id. § 163(a).
42. Id. § 164(a).
43. Id. § 165(c)(3).
44. Treas. Reg. § 1.280A-(2)(i)(5)(ii) (1980).
EXAMPLE 1




Expenses (90/120 = 3/4)
Deductions allowable in full on all real property:
Mortgage interest $1000 $750
Real estate taxes 800 600
Amount allowable: $1350
Limit on further deductions: $ 850




Amount allowable: $ 750
Limit on further deductions: $ 100
Deductions allowable which reduce basis in the
property:
Depreciation $1500 $1125
Amount allowable $ 100
(The homeowner may deduct his entire expenses for mortgage inter-
est and real estate taxes."5 The total deductions for the property thus
is the $2200 outlined above plus the $250 of interest and the $200 of
taxes not allocable to rental use of the property, for a total of
$2650.)
Because the homeowner had only $100 of gross income remain-
ing that had not been offset by other deductions, he could deduct
only $100 of his $1125 of depreciation attributable to rental use of
the property. This method for allocating and deducting expenses is
set forth under an example in the 1980 regulations for Section
280A.4
In a recent case, however, a taxpayer successfully allocated his
expenses in a slightly different and more beneficial manner. In Bol-
ton v. Commissioner4 7 the taxpayer rented his vacation home for
45. See supra notes 35-36 and accompanying text.
46. Treas. Reg. § 1.280A-3(d)(4) (1980). Under I.R.C. § 183, the basis of property is
reduced only by the amount of depreciation that the taxpayer may actually expense. Treas.
Reg. § 1.183-1(b)(3) (Example 2(iv)) (1972). While § 280A does not address specifically this
issue, it would seem logical that a homeowner need only reduce his basis by the amount of
depreciation actually expensed in a § 280A situation as is done under § 183.
47. 77 T.C. 104 (1981), aff'd, 694 F.2d 556 (9th Cir. 1982).
ninety-one days during the year, used it personally for thirty days
and left the home unoccupied for 244 days.' 8 Assume the home was
actually rented for only ninety days and that Bolton's income and
expenses were exactly the same as the income and expenses of the
taxpayer in Example 1.49 Under the example outlined in the 1980
regulations, Bolton should have applied 90/120 of his taxes and in-
terest against his total rental income, thereby limiting the amount of
additional deductions he could take as follows:
EXAMPLE 2




Expenses (90/120 = 3/4)
Deductions allowable in full on all real property:
Mortgage interest $1,000 $750
Real estate taxes 800 600
Amount allowable: $1350
Limit on further deductions: $ 850
The allocation in Example 2 reflects the ratio described in Sec-
tion 280A(e)(1):
Number of days unit actually is rented
Total number of days unit is used
Section 280A(e)(2) provides, however, that the above formula does
not apply to deductions that would be allowable even if the vacation
home were not rented. 50 Relying on Section 280A(e)(2), Bolton in-
stead allocated his interest and taxes under a ratio different from
that used in Examples 1 and 2:
Number of days unit actually is rented
Number of days in year.
Bolton theorized that, because of the language in Section
280A(e)(2) and because interest and taxes are items which accrue
ratably over the entire year, he was required to deduct from his gross
rental income only that portion of his yearly interest and taxes which
48. Id. at 105; 694 F.2d at 557.
49. Bolton's actual figures differed slightly from those in Example 1. See infra note 52;
77 T.C. at 106; 694 F.2d at 557.
50. See supra notes 41-43 and accompanying text.
corresponded to rental use.6" Therefore, Bolton's expense deductions
were as follows:
EXAMPLE 3







Expenses (90/365 rounded to 1/4)




Limit on further deductions:
Total
Expenses





















Bolton may deduct his entire mortgage interest expense and real es-
tate taxes. Thus, he may deduct the $2200 outlined above plus the
$750 interest and $600 taxes not allocated to rental use of the prop-
erty, for a total of $3550. By allocating his taxes and interest over
the entire year instead of just over the total number of days the va-
cation home was used, Bolton deducted an additional $900 of
depreciation. 2
The Tax Court upheld Bolton's method of deducting his ex-
51. 77 T.C. at III; 694 F.2d at 559.
52. See 77 T.C. at 106; 694 F.2d at 564 n.15 for Bolton's actual figures.
penses and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed."' Both
courts found that, while Section 280A(e)(1) advocated the Commis-
sioner's ratio of "number of days rented/number of days used" for
most expenses incurred in vacation home rental, the plain meaning
of Section 280A(e)(2) was that "this [ratio] shall not apply with
respect to deductions which would be allowable . . . for the taxable
year whether or not [the vacation home] was rented.54 Because inter-
est and taxes are items which accrue ratably over the entire year, the
logical ratio to apply in deducting these items is "the number of days
rented/the number of days in the year."5'
Although only one circuit has approved the Bolton method of
allocation, its logical conclusion gives a vacation homeowner sub-
stantial grounds for allocating and deducting his expenses according
to this method. 56 Indeed, many advisors already are counseling their
clients to use the Bolton method.'7
C. Personal Use Does Not Exceed the Greater of Fourteen Days
or Ten Percent the Number of Days the Home is Rented
If the vacation homeowner's personal use of the vacation home
does not exceed the greater of fourteen days or ten percent the total
rental time, the issue is whether ownership of the vacation home is
an activity engaged in for profit." If the ownership of the vacation
home is not an activity engaged in for profit, then the homeowner
only may deduct expenses not exceeding the amount of gross rental
income derived from the property." If vacation home ownership is
53. Bolton v. Comm'r, 77 T.C. 104, 111 (1981), aff'd. 694 F.2d 556, 561 (9th Cir.
1982).
54. .Id. at 112; 694 F.2d at 561.
55. Id. at I l; 694 F.2d at 561. At least one commentator has stated "that the alloca-
tion of taxes and interest over the entire year may have been so obvious to Congress that
Congress did not believe it needed stating." Bolton v. Comm'r, 694 F.2d at 564 (9th Cir.
1982) (citing W. Lathen, Bolton IRS "Bizzare" on Section 280A(e), 60 TAXES 237, 239
(1982)).
56. Treas. Reg. § 1.6661-3 ( proposed March 15, 1983). See also McKinney v. Comm.,
2 U.S. Tax Cas. (CCH) 1 9655 (1983).
57. Asinoff, Appeals Court Ruling Can Mean Tax Benefits For Those Who Rent Out
Their Vacation Homes, Wall St. J., June 27, 1983, at 54, col. 1.
58. "It is clear that where section 280A does not bar a deduction, section 183 may still
apply:
Generally, application of section 183 of the Code would not be affected by [§
280A]. Thus, if the rental of a vacation home is treated as an activity not en-
gaged in for profit after consideration of the relevant objective standards pre-
scribed under section 183, deductions attributable to the rental activity would be
limited under that provision (sec. 183) even though [§ 280A] did not apply be-
cause there was little or no personal use of the vacation home."
Fine v. United States, 647 F.2d 763, 767 (7th Cir. 1981) (quoting H.R. REP. No. 658, 94th
Cong., 2d Sess. 165, reprinted in 1976 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 2897, 3059). Accord
S. REP. No. 938, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 153, reprinted in 1976 U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEws
3439, 3585.
59. I.R.C. § 183(b)(2) (1982).
an activity engaged in for profit, the homeowner may deduct all the
expenses incurred in the rental of the property, regardless of the
amount of gross rental income derived from the property.
1. Activity not Engaged in for Profit.- The vacation home-
owner must use Section 183 of the Internal Revenue Code to deter-
mine whether rental of the vacation home is an activity engaged in
for profit. Section 183 includes a rebuttable presumption that an ac-
tivity is engaged in for profit if the gross income derived from the
activity for two or more years in a five consecutive year period ex-
ceeds the deductions from that activity." To determine if an activity
is profitable in a given taxable year, the taxpayer should subtract
from gross income all applicable deductions without considering any
net operating loss carryovers. For example, assume that for taxable
years 1970-1974 Taxpayer owns a vacation home. Taxpayer's use of
the vacation home does not exceed the greater of fourteen days or
ten percent the rental time. In the years 1971, 1973 and 1974, Tax-
payer's deductible expenses from the vacation home exceed his gross
income from the home. In 1970 and 1972, Taxpayer had income
from rental of $3000 and deductible expenses of only $2500. Tax-
payer also has a net operating loss carryover to 1970 of $600. Tax-
payer is presumed to have engaged in vacation homeownership for
profit for the years 1970-74 because in two years, 1970 and 1972, of
a five consecutive year period the gross income from the rental
($3000) exceeded the deductions that are allowable for the activity
($2500).61
60. Id. § 183(d) (1982). In the case of an activity consisting of the breeding, training,
showing or racing of horses, taxpayers have a period of seven consecutive years to establish a
profit for any two years. Id.
61. Treas. Reg. § 1.183-1(c)(2) (Example I) (1972). Example I in the regulations con-
tains an apparent typographical error. The sixth sentence of example I should read as follows:
A is presumed, for taxable years 1971, 1973 and 1974. Currently it references the years
"1972, 1973 and 1974."
In addition, if a homeowner personally uses the vacation home for more than the greater
of 14 days or 10% the total rental time, § 183 does not apply to the unit for that year. Treas.
Reg. § 1.280A-I(i) (1980). If such usage occurs, the homeowner may only deduct expenses
that do not exceed gross rental income. I.R.C. § 280A(c)(5) (1982). If, however, homeowner
does not personally use the home in excess of the § 280A standard in later years, the earlier
years in which the home was personally used still are taken into account to determine if a
profit was made in two of the last five years. Id. § 183(d) (1982). For example, assume the
homeowner rents his vacation home in 1980, 1981 and 1982. The homeowner personally uses
the home in 1980 and 1981 for more than the greater of 14 days or 10% the rental time. The
homeowner did not personally use the home in 1982. In 1980, the homeowner's rental income
exceeded his expenses, so the homeowner made a profit. In 1981, the homeowner's expenses
were greater than his income. Nevertheless, in 1982 when the homeowner is subject to the
I.R.C. § 183(d) rebuttable presumption of a home being used for business if a profit is made in
two of the last five consecutive years, 1980 and 1981 are considered in the five year time
period even though the home was not subject to § 183 in those years. Id. § 280A(f)(3)(B)
(1982). See also Treas. Reg. §1.280A-I(i) (1980). Thus, the homeowner's profit in 1980 can
be used as one of the two profitable years required to meet the rebuttable presumption of §
183(d).
A display of profit in any two years of a five consecutive year
period is only a rebuttable presumption. A taxpayer can prove he is
engaged in an activity for profit by means other than the two of five
year criterion. Among other factors to consider in deciding whether
an activity is engaged in for profit are: (a.) The manner in which the
taxpayer carries on the activity. The more businesslike the activity,
the more likely the activity is engaged in for profit. Thus, the vaca-
tion homeowner should keep complete and accurate books and
records of the rental activity and expenses. (b.) The expertise of the
taxpayer and his advisors. If the taxpayer has made profits by rent-
ing dwelling units in the past, he should continue the same practices
as landlord of the home in question. If the taxpayer has not rented
dwellings in the past, he should consider consulting people who are
in the business of renting dwellings or other experts and should doc-
ument the experts' advice and his own actions in conformance with
the advice. (c.) The time and effort expended by the taxpayer to
carry on the activity. The more time the taxpayer spends on the ac-
tivity, the more the activity is for profit, particularly if the activity
does not have substantial personal or recreational aspects. Thus a
vacation homeowner should keep careful records of all time spent
working on his vacation home rental business. (d.) Expectation that
assets used in the activity may appreciate in value. A taxpayer can
evidence a profit motive even if a profit is never made from gross
rentals if the homeowner shows that gross income plus appreciation
in property value exceeds the expenses of the operation. A taxpayer,
therefore, should purchase his vacation home in an area with a re-
cord of appreciation or in an area where real estate experts indicate
strong appreciation possibilities in the future."'
Other factors affecting whether an activity is engaged in for
profit are the following: (e.) The success of the taxpayer in carrying
on other similar or dissimilar activities. The taxpayer's profitable
ownership of other vacation homes may indicate that present owner-
ship of a vacation home is also for profit. (f) The taxpayer's history
of income or losses from the activity. While losses during the initial
period of an activity do not necessarily indicate a lack of profit mo-
tive, a continuous series of losses beyond the period in which similar
activities would begin showing a profit may indicate that the activity
is not engaged in for profit. If the losses are caused by unforeseen
circumstances beyond the taxpayer's control, like fire, theft, weather
damage, other involuntary conversions or depressed market condi-
tions, the losses do not indicate a lack of profit motive. (g.) The
amount of occasional profits, if any, that are earned. The amount
62. Treas. Reg. § 1.183-2(b)(1-4) (1972).
and relation of profit to losses incurred in the activity also may be
examined to determine profit motive. An occasional small profit from
an activity generating large losses or requiring a large initial invest-
ment generally does not indicate that the activity is engaged in for
profit. Substantial profits offsetting comparatively smaller losses or
investment indicate a profit motive."
Two more factors to consider in search of a profit motive are:
(h.) Financial status of the taxpayer. If the taxpayer does not have
substantial income or capital from sources other than the activity,
the activity might be engaged in for profit. If the activity contains
personal or recreational elements, and the taxpayer has substantial
income from other sources, a lack of a profit motive might be indi-
cated. (i.) Elements of personal pleasure or recreation. Personal or
recreational aspects of the activity may indicate that the activity is
not engaged in for profit. If, however, the taxpayer can show that the
activity is engaged in for profit, the existence of some personal or
recreational elements of the activity will not negate the profit motive.
Similarly, that the taxpayer could have generated more profits from
another activity does not negate his profit motive in this activity."
No single factor is controlling in the determination whether a
taxpayer is engaged in an activity for profit. Rather, all relevant fac-
tors should be examined, including factors not listed, which may in-
dicate a taxpayer's reason for engaging in the activity."
The regulations provide that while "a reasonable expectation of
profit is not required, the facts and circumstances must indicate that
the taxpayer entered into the activity, or continued the activity, with
the objective of making a profit." 60 The question is whether a profit
actually and honestly was the taxpayer's objective, no matter how
dim the prospects of achieving a profit are.7 The issue is: does the
taxpayer possess a bona fide expectation of profit. The question is not
whether a reasonable business man would have expected a profit
from such an activity." By placing the emphasis on the taxpayer's
subjective intent, the regulations seem to lighten the taxpayer's bur-
den of demonstrating a profit motive. Case law, however, demon-
strates that courts place more emphasis on objective facts than on
the taxpayer's statement of his intent. 9 Taxpayers should not rely on
their subjective bona fide expectation of profit to override a host of
63. Id. § 1.183-2(b)(S-7).
64. Id. § 1.183-2(b)(8-9).
65. Id. § 1.183-2(b).
66. Id. § 1.183-2(a).
67. Dreicer v. Comm'r, 665 F.2d 1292, 1294 (D.C. Cir. 1981).
68. Id. at 1299.
69. Dreicer v. Comm'r, 78 T.C. 642, 645-46 (1982).
objective factors that indicate a lack of a profit motive."0
If the homeowner does not engage in the ownership of the vaca-
tion home for profit, but also does not personally use the vacation
home for the greater of fourteen days or ten percent the rental time,
he may only deduct expenses equaling the amount of gross rental
income derived from the property for the taxable year.7 1 As in Sec-
tion 280A, expenses must be deducted in a certain order under Sec-
tion 183. First, the homeowner may deduct mortgage interest pay-
ments, real property taxes and casualty losses, which he can deduct
in full regardless of the amount of rental income.7" Next the home-
owner may deduct remaining allowable business expenses that do not
reduce his basis in the property. The homeowner must allocate these
expenses between rental time and total time the home is used.7" Fi-
nally, the taxpayer can deduct expenses that reduce his basis in the
property, for example, depreciation, to the extent there is any gross
rental income remaining.74 Any basis reducing expenses that are not
deducted because of the lack of gross rental income do not reduce
the taxpayer's basis in his property. Only those basis reducing ex-
penses that actually are written off reduce the homeowner's basis. 5
There is an important distinction between deductions under Sec-
tion 183 and deductions under Section 280A. Under Section 280A, a
portion of interest payments and real estate taxes are allocated to
rental either by rental use/total use 7 or by rental use/length of
year 77 before these expenses are deducted from gross rental. In con-
trast, the regulations for Section 183 do not allocate interest pay-
ments or real estate taxes between rental use and nonrental use at
all, but deduct such payments in full against gross rental income.7 8
This application gives the taxpayer less gross rental income from
which to deduct other expenses.
For example, assume that Taxpayer owns a vacation home,
which he rents for ninety days during the taxable year, uses person-
ally for ten days and leaves unoccupied for 265 days. Further as-
sume that ownership of the home is an activity not engaged in for
profit. Taxpayer's gross rental income from the property is $3000.
His expenses include $1200 interest payments, $600 taxes, $1000
maintenance expenses and $1000 depreciation. Under Section 183
70. Id.
71. I.R.C. § 183(b) (1982).
72. Treas. Reg. § 1.183-1(b)(i) (1972).
73. Id. § l.l83-1(b)(ii).
74. Id. § 1.183-1(b)(iii).
75. Id. § 1.183-1(b)(3) (Example 2 (iv)).
76. The rental use/total use allocation is illustrated in supra Example I.
77. The rental use/length of year allocation was used in Bolton and in supra Example 3.
78. Treas. Reg. § 1.183-1(d)(3)(i)&(ii) (1972).
regulations, Taxpayer could deduct his expenses as follows:"9
EXAMPLE 4
Gross rental income:




















Limit of further deductions:






Amount allowable: $ 300
Only $300 of the $900 of depreciation may be deducted because
only $300 of gross rental income remains that has not been offset by
other expenses. If Taxpayer, however, were permitted to allocate his
interest and taxes, he would be able to obtain a larger deduction. 0
The following example utilizes the Section 280A proposed regula-
tions method:
79. Id. § 1.183-1(d)(3).
80. The deduction would be larger after allocation of interest and taxes if either the §
280A proposed regulations' method or the Bolton method were employed, though the Bolton
method would provide the greatest advantage to Taxpayer.
EXAMPLE 5




Expenses '(90/100 = 9/10)
Deductions allowable in full on all real property:
Mortgage interest $1200 $1080
Real estate taxes 600 540
Amount allowable: $1620
Limit on further deductions: $1380
Other business expenses which do not reduce basis in
the property:
Maintenance $1000 $900
Amount allowable: $ 900
Limit of further deductions: $ 480
Deductions which reduce basis in the property:
Depreciation $1000 $900
Amount allowable: $ 480
By allocating interest and taxes, Taxpayer would be able to de-
duct $180 more than in Example 4. Taxpayer's additional deductions
could be substantial if he would be permitted to allocate interest and
taxes. The rationale for the distinction between Section 280A ex-
pense deductions and Section 183 "not engaged in for profit" deduc-
tions is not clear. One possible reason is that a taxpayer, who person-
ally uses his home in excess of the greater of fourteen days or ten
percent the rental time, still may have a profit motive. The taxpayer
who deducts his expenses in the manner outlined in Section 183,81
however, does not have a profit motive. 2
The rationale for this dichotomy has not been explained by case
law because it has never been litigated. The most likely reason why
the issue has never been litigated is that the vacation homeowner
who does not personally use the home for more than the greater of
fourteen days or ten percent the total rental time probably is engag-
ing in the activity for profit, even if his gross rental income is less
81. See supra Example 4.
82. Oddly, a taxpayer who uses his home for more than the greater of 14 days or 10%
the total rental time and who may have no profit motive in his rental activity might be able to
deduct more expenses than a taxpayer who uses his vacation house for a shorter period of time,
but has no profit motive.
than his deductible expenses. The real estate market in the 1960s
and 1970s was home to such substantial appreciation that merely
owning a vacation home was enough to constitute an activity en-
gaged in for profit. A vacation homeowner with such a motive can
deduct all his business expenses incurred in renting the property.
2. The Activity is Engaged in for Profit. - The most advan-
tageous tax position for a vacation homeowner is to be engaged in
rental of the home for profit8" and to personally use the vacation
home no more than the greater of fourteen days or ten percent the
total rental time. A taxpayer in this position may deduct all business
expenses incurred from rental of the vacation home, regardless of the
amount of gross rental income derived from the activity. "
For example, assume a vacation homeowner received $3000
gross rental income for the taxable year from his vacation home,
with expenses of $1000 in mortgage interest, $1000 in real property
taxes, $1000 in maintenance and $1000 in depreciation. Further as-
sume that the homeowner did not personally use the vacation home
for more than the greater of fourteen days or ten percent the rental
time and that rental of the vacation home is an activity engaged in
for profit. Under these circumstances, the homeowner could deduct
all his expenses regardless of the amount of gross rental income. The
vacation home is treated the same as any other business that a tax-
payer might conduct.
IV. Suggestions for Obtaining Maximum Tax Benefits from Rental
of a Vacation Home
A. Limit Personal Use
To obtain maximum tax benefits from the rental of a vacation
home, a vacation homeowner should do the following. First, the
homeowner should avoid personally using his vacation home for
more than fourteen days or ten percent the total rental time, so that
he will be able to deduct expenses in excess of gross rental income. If
the homeowner does not avoid such personal use, Section 280A(c)(5)
limits his deductible expenses to an amount equaling the gross rental
income.8" The homeowner must remember that if he personally uses
the home for more than the greater of fourteen days or ten percent
the rental time, any use of the home by a member of the homeown-
83. See supra notes 60-70 and accompanying text for a discussion of the method of
determining whether rental is an activity engaged in for profit.
84. I.R.C. § 212 (1982). See also id. §§ 162-165, 167-168.
85. I.R.C. § 280A(c)(5) (1982). Interest, taxes and casualty losses may be deducted in
full even if they exceed gross rental income. See id. §§ 163(a), 164(a), 165(c)(3).
er's family86 is considered personal use by the owner, even if fair
rental is paid.87
If, however, the homeowner does not personally use his home
for more than the greater of fourteen days or ten percent the rental
time, the homeowner may rent the home to a family member for fair
rental. A taxpayer seeking the maximum tax advantage must re-
member to collect a fair rental price and to document the payments
in case an audit is ordered. Also the homeowner must be careful that
his own personal use combined with use by a family member does
not exceed the Section 280A(d)(1) limit. For example, a homeowner
who rents his vacation home to unrelated parties for ninety days dur-
ing the taxable year and personally uses the home for eight days
should not rent the home to a family member for seven days, even if
the family member pays a fair rental. The homeowner's personal
use of eight days is combined with the family member's seven days
of use, for a total of personal use days in excess of the fourteen day
limit of Section 280A(d)(1).
B. Engage in Rental for Profit
The second important requirement for gaining maximum tax
benefits is that the activity be engaged in for profit. The easiest way
to prove that a homeowner has a profit motive is to demonstrate that
the homeowner's rental income exceeds his expenses in any two of
five consecutive years. 88 Many vacation homeowners may have diffi-
culty satisfying this standard. Those who cannot must rely on other
circumstances of ownership to demonstrate their profit motive.89
To be in the best position to make such a demonstration, a vaca-
tion homeowner should: maintain complete and accurate books and
records of the rental business; consult with an expert and obtain his
advice regarding the profit making potency of the rental property,
particularly if the homeowner has never owned a rental dwelling;
purchase rental property in an area with a history of appreciation or
in an area which the experts believe will enjoy future appreciation;
and invest time in the improvement and maintenance of the property
and be sure to keep records of time so expended. Of course, owner-
ship of other profitable rental units also indicates ownership of a
profit motive.
A homeowner who does not act according to each of the above
recommendations, still can demonstrate that rental is an activity en-
gaged in for profit. The Commissioner and the courts consider all
86. Id. § 280A(d)(2) (1982). See also id. § 267(c)(4).
87. See supra notes 10-20 and accompanying text.
88. See supra notes 60-61 and accompanying text.
89. See supra notes 62-70 and accompanying text.
relevant facts and circumstances regarding the activity.90 These sug-
gestions merely show some conduct by which a vacation homeowner
may indicate a profit motive in the rental use of his vacation home.
V. Conclusion
Part of the reason for enacting Section 280A of the Internal
Revenue Code was to overcome Section 183's lack of objectivity in
determining whether the rental use of a vacation home constituted
an activity "engaged in for profit."' 91 Section 280A(d) provides for
specific standards whereby the personal use of a vacation home by its
owner will preclude the owner from deducting business expenses in
excess of the gross income derived from the rental activity.
While there are still some aspects of Section 280A that are not
totally objective, such as the new principal purpose test to be utilized
in determining an owner's motive in visiting his vacation home, 92
Section 280A represents an improvement over the subjective stan-
dards of Section 183 and is a provision with which every vacation
homeowner (or his tax advisor) needs to be familiar.
90. Treas. Reg. § 1.183-2(b) (1972). See also Copeland v. Comm'r, 41 T.C.M. (CCH)
253, 256 (1980).
91. See supra note 4.
92. See supra notes 19-20 and accompanying text.
